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	 In the third quarterly report, a brief progress report on the M.S.U. laboratory
facilities will be presented in addition to'the use of dry processin and alternate
= dielectrics. Emphasis will be placed on the two-dimensional MOSFET simulator.
The two dimensional modeling program has been written for the simulation of
short channel MOSFETs with nonuniform substrate doping. A key simplifyin g assumption
i used is that the majority carriers can be represented by a sheet charge at the silicon
dioxide-silicon interface. In solving current continuity equation, the program does
not converge. However, solving the 2-dimensional Poisson equation for the potential
distribution has been achieved. The status of other 2-D MOSFET simulation programs
are summarized.
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Negotiations are in progress with two sesicanductor compalties
to donate surplus production equipment which include - (1) epi
reactor and generator, (2) ion pump vacuum systes, (3) vapox reactors,.
and (4) miscellaneous equipment for the hybrid laboratory.
II. DRY PROCESSING AND ALTERNATE DIELECTRICS
The exploratory processing involving dry chemistry required
---the use of plasma etching and plasma deposition equipment not
available at either the Marshall Space Flight Center or Mississippi
State University. Consequently, the logistics involved in pro-
cessing the wafers have been difficult.
Four types of insulators were to be investigated:
.1
	 1) 5% phosphorus doped silox,
2) plasma nitride,
3) the GAF version of polyimide, and
4) the Hitachi PIQ.
Whenever possible, dry chemistry processing was to be compared with
"standard19
 wet chemistry. The wafers were processed through the
first metal mask at Marshall Space Flight Center in standard
fashion. The polyimide material was processed at American Micro-
systems, Inc. (AMI) using the standard recommend procedures by
performed by Davis and Wilder on one of their production parallel
plate plasma system using their proprietary processes.
	
M. 	 wet chemistry split involving silox was lost when the0^_
standard "pad" etch attacked the -metal completely. The same
K
batch etchant continued to provide good results on AMI material.
Since the first layer metal at NASA was deposited via sputtering
	 P 	 P	 ng
and with many different impurities, compared with approximately
1$ Si:A1 deposited with electron beam, the difference in the
metal film is believed to be the source of the problem.
-
	
	 The plasma nitride material and silox materila, deposited by
AMI and plasma etched by Davis 6 Wilder, was processed without
any problems other than long delays. This material plus the
i
_	 a
polyimide material has finally been received for the final
processing here. Although, no electrical results are available
at the present, the microscopic examination displays the expected
eharper edges of the dry processed material vs. the standard wet
chemistry.
In the meantime, the results of the in situ back sputtering
experiment were obtained. As was expected, the in situ back
sputtering split gave much improved yields over that for the
standard material - the detail results being published elsewhere.
The results of these experiments points to the requirement to
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routinely done one should expect Al 0 3 formation due to the
presence of active oxygen in the "ashing" process. Some parallel
plate reactors can be modified to introduce Ar at low pressure
and effectively as in a back sputtering mode. This latter mode
could then be used as .a clean up step prior to second metal
deposition - although not in situ. Undoubtedly, dry processing
is going to be extremely important in future double layer metal
development work.
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III. TWO-OIMENSIONAT. MOSPHT STMIUTTON PROM M
A. tong Term Objective
The basic long term objective is to develop a two-dimensional
computer program which derives the channel current in steady-state
from given values of potential: source, drain, gate, and substrate.
Also given are physical parameters such as gate length, dielectric
thickness, doping levels, etc. The substrate doping level should
be variable in two dimensions and the substrate potential is
independent of the source potential in order to include body-bias
effects. The program is intended to model MOSFETs with short channels
with particular emphasis on subthreshold and punch-through conduction.
Secondary objective is to utilize techniques in the computer
program to minimize computer run time while still maintaining reasons
ble simulation accuracy.
B. Introduction
At the beginning of this project no programs were available
which satisfied the specified objectives. There has been consid-
ble work in two-dimensional modelling of JFETs including the
ks of Kennedy and O'Brien [1] and Martin Reiser [2]. The
-4-
NWST Tim also received sEtttsk in a-rfi^rs^orii salstca;
Barnes [ 31 . Various modes of NO= operation ham been
simulated or modeled using two-dimensional techniques, e.g.
Schroeder and Muller [4] (saturation), Barron 151 (low level
currents), Armstrong a al jbj (pinch-off), Kennedy /7j (effeets
of ionizing radiation), Kennedy and Marley [8] (saturation),
Mock (9), Motta [101, E1-Many and Boothroyd [ 11]. Although
these works all contribute to the knowledge required in reaching
the objective of this task, only the effort by Mock is sufficiently
general to meet the objectives--and it is unavailable for public
distribution.
The work by Barnes [3] described the application of the
finite-element method to the analysis of the MESFET.
Further, the finite-element method has been used for some time
in solving problems in mechanics and elasticity; however, it has
only recently been applied to semiconduction problems. This method
has the power to treat some problems, such as eigen-value problems,
for which the finite -difference method is awkward if at all
)licable. It can also be applied to the solution of field
itributions governed by partial differential equations, and one
the most attractive features as compared to the finite
-element
hod is-purported to be the ease of treating non-rectangular
metries and irregular boundaries. For example, the geometry
the XMAS structure could be accomodated. It was decided to
ther investigate this technique.
-5-
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The details of this evalukion are Includet in the append.
In sws~ary, the evaluation resulted in some skepticism, that the
finite element method would be sufficiently effective for smi-
conductor problems to justify the effort. A more recent paper has
reinforced this attitude. This paper indicates that the proper
formulations of the semiconductor problem for the finite element
approach remain to be demonstrated, and, in agreement with out
observations, point out that the application of Galerkin's method
is subject to skepticism. Therefore, it was concluded that the
further work should be based upon the finite-difference method
which we have used before although the finite-element method is
intriguing and may be further developed in the future.
Key in the development of this task is the proper selection
f
of assumptions. Certain assumptions are required to focus the
effort and facilitate convergence expeditiously and, therefore,
minimize computer time. On the other hand, too many assumptions
lead to loss in utility.
The basic assumptions follow:
1) Recombination/generation is negligible.
2) Hole conduction is negligible.
3) The conventional expression for Poisson's equation is
valid [see next section).
4) The mobile majority carriers are included in an
infinitesimally thick layer of charge at the Si-SiO 2 interface.
S) The current flow in the channel is then described by a
one-dimensional equation,
-6-
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u	 channel carrier mobility, and
	
Ex	tangential electric field component.
The first three sections are common in the stated literature
and restrict the model from covering phenomena associated with
breakdown and bulk generated leadage currents. The last assumption
is key and separates this work seriously from that of Mock although
Kennedy (7) used a similar approach for the sake of simplification.
Key also are the normal assumptions which sre not made and
which are commonly utilized:
t) the gradual channel approximation,
2) constant substrate doping, and
3) zero substrate bias.
Although a constant effective channel mobility is utilized
during the initial development of the program, it is not intended
to remain a basic assumption.
Assuming step junctions at the source (or drain), the potential
in the depletion region and cx'.ie is defined by Poisson's equation
with apprcpriate boundary conditions (Figure 1):
1) fixed potential along the source (or drain) bound- y
(BCD and IJK),
2) fixed potential deep within the bulk substrate (AL',,
-7-
1
S3) zero horizontal cct of electric field under the
source and - drain and far from tho channel W and K ),
3-
4) zero horizontal component of el«c ,ic field in the oxide
far from the channel (EF and KH) and
S) constant potential on the gate electrode (FG).
For convenience the substrate in the basic program is defined
as having zero potential. The source, drain, and gate potentials
are heir respective applied potentials plus their work functions
with respect to the substrate, i.e.,
source - VS + VBi '
Ydrain - VD + VBi
gate - VG + ems
For the hWL example the potential t is always non-negative.
The gate dielectric is assumed to be ideal with infinite
resistivity. The charge density in the dielectric is assumed to
be zero except for a sheet charge representing the silicon-silicon
dioxide interface charge Qss which is arbitrarily assumed to be
0
50 A within the oxide at one grid spacing above the channel grid.
-8-
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AB = YDIST - YDIF
	 A = (3,])
CD = JI	 YDIF
	 B = (7 ,JKT)
EF = HG = TOX
	 C = (IK,JKI)
"^ = JK = XDIF
	
D = (IK,JMAX)
AL = XDIST
	
F = (IK5,JL)
G = (IL5,JL)
OTHER RELATIONSHIPS	 I = (TI. JMAX)
,IK5 = 1K-5, IL5 = IL +5 K = (IMAX,JK1)
JL^ = JL-1, JK = JK1-1 L = (IMAX,;)
JMAX1 = JMAX +1
JMAXO - JMAX-1
Figure 1. MOSFFT (Toss-Section
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Key to the simulation of short channel devices is solving the
two-dimensional Poisson's --equation without Baking unnecessary
approximations. The finite-difference formulation for Poisson's
equation is given in the next section. The majority carrier charge
Is neglected in this formulation except for the sheet charge
representation at the oxide interface. The intent is to ignore the
charge where it is negligible compared with the ionized doping
charge--which is a good assumption everywhere except in the channel.
One can then solve Poisson's equation for the two-dimensional
potential distribution more easily and faster than if the coupled
majority carrier current equation is included and the majority
carrier density variahle is included for every mesh node.
After finding the potential distribution one can, after the
fact, explicitly solve for the majority carrier densities and
current in order to predict punch-thru and subthreshold conduction
behavior. This approach is aimed at minimizing computation time
while retaining the essential relationshi ps to maintain sufficient
accuracy for modeling purposes. One should expect a compromize in
accuracy, under certain conditions, when compared with the more
general approach of solving the two-dimensional conduction equation.
C. The Poisson Equation, Difference Form
The Poisson equation in different form is
V24' _ - ► '/ E 	( 1)
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q - charge density,
p - hole density,
n = electron density, and
Na - ionized acceptor density.
The hole density is defined by
p = Na exp(-u)	 (3)
where
u = qT/kT , the normalized
potential, and
u = 0 in the charge neutral bulk.
Consequently, in the bulk substrate and in the depletion layer where
the electron density can be neglected,
p = - q N a [l-exp(-u) ]	 (4)
In the channel region the assumption is made that the electrons
exists only in a sheet form of infinitestimal thickness at the
silicon dioxide-silicon interface. Since the hole density is
insignificant at inversion, the charge density in the channel is
ps - -q(NaS+nS ) , channel,	 (5)
-ll-
^^ = q .4SS	 interface.	 (6)
e
with the location being assume d to be 50 A inside of the oxide.
Otherwise in the oxide the charge is assumed neutral.
p - 0 , oxide,	 (7)
To solve the Poisson equation numerically, the left hand side
can be expanded in difference form as
V2. 
= VT V2U
	 (8)
= VT [A Ui.j-1 + B Ui-1,j + C Ui.j
+ D Ui+l,j + E Ui.j+1]
where VT = kT/q
A - 2[hj-1(hj -1+ hj)]
B = 2[Wi-1(Wi-1+ Wi)]-1
D = 2[Wi (Wi-1 + W1 )] -1 s
-12-
	Using the charge equation (14) the co"lete Poisson equation 	 -.
in finite-difference form is written for node (i,j) as
A(i,j)UiIj-1
 + E(i,j)Ui
-1,j 
+ C(i,j)Ui,j + D(i,j)Ui+l,j
qN
+ E(i,j)Ui, j+l a eV
T
a 1-expj-jli, j ) ]	 (9)
The above nonlinear equation can be linearized by defining a function
F such that
F(Ui,j-1' Ui-1 ,j, UiA , Ui+l , j ' Ui,j+l) = Fi,j
= A(i,j)
 Ui , j- 1 + B(i,j) Ui-1, j + C(i•j) Ui,j
+ 
D (i ,j) Ui+l,j + E(i, j) Ui,j+l
- (gNa IF-VT) [1-exp (-Ui,j)] = 0
	 (10)
Defining a set of reference value of U's and F such that
Ui,j-1' U i-1 j' Ur,j' etc. and Fi^ j , one can expand F around the
reference potentials:
rFi , j	 F ,j + 8U i, j —1 A Ui , j-1 + 8Ui-1 ,jI r  Ui—1,j	 (11)
+ 
11 i	
r
u
	
AU	 3F
 + a^
	
r
i+l,	 A Ui+],j+ aui,j+lI 
r 
n Ui, j+l
,j	 j
-13-	
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hj
i+l,j
hj-1
J
	
wi-1
	
wi
	Figure 2.	 Grid systen definition
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+ D(i,j) aUi+1,3 + E(i.j) AU i , 3+1 + F 
where
A=A, B = B, D=D, EE, and
C = C - (qNa/kT) exp (-Ui'j)
	
^- 3	
with A through E being defined in equation( 9 ).	 The function F is
theoretically zero; therefore, by setting Fij = 0, a system of
linear equations in AU is obtained. For the node i,j
{
f
	
t
	
A A U i ^ j-1 + B A Ui-1, j + C A U 111
	
(13)
+ DAUi+l,j + EAUi.j+l = - Fi,j
where Fi j is defined in equation (10 ).
By applying the method of lines, the linearized equations are
resolved into a tridiagonal matrix form as
	
A A 
Ui, i-1 + C A U i. j + E A U i, j+1	 (14)
_ - Fi,j - BAUi
-1,j - DA  i+1,j
where A^U are taken as the most recent updated values of AU
each iteration, but still keeping the U's fixed until convergence
-15-
Special consideration must be given to Poisson ' s equation at
the silicon-silicon dioxide interface. Figure ( 3 )illustrates the
channel sheet charge S in charge per unit area, the acceptor
charge Na
 in charge per unit volume, and the discont inuity in
permittivity. Applying Gauss ' s law in one dimension with two
surfaces at the midway points between C & C + 1 and C - 1 6 C
leads to the expression
c oxE1/2 - 'S+E -1/2 - Positive charge enclosed	 (15)
s _  Nq(S + a2c -1 )
	Multiplying through by V (h 
+ h	 )E leads toT c c-1 Si
Nah
"ox U
	 U	 U	 U2	 3+	
c-1)
	
( c+l- c) + c- 1- c _ z _	 2	 (16)}	 he+hc
--1 t ^i	 he	 he-1	 %SiVT
	
he + he-1
which is the one dimension form of Poisson's Law
d2(^cU	 , eff
dy2 `
E Sij - cIi
(17)
-16-
IFigure 3. Gauss's law at the silicon-silicon
dioxide interface
0r,c +1
E
ox
0
E - 0
EN
`E
r-1,c	
r,c
	 r+l,c
N
a
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
E - 0	 1
SOURCE
	
eSi
j r,c-1
Figure 4. Gmigs's law at the source corner
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i
[Note: y - Jmax for the channel node in the program.]
•	 Similarly the linearized version is modified by
Ei
 - Ei , Ci - Ci , and	 (19)
r
Fi,c AiUi,c-1 + BiUi-1,c+ CiUi,c
i
+ DiUi+l,c + EiUi,c+l+ peff 
/C 
Si
where the subscript i has been inserted to denote the coefficients
for mesh node (i,c).
?n the region of Si - S102 interface where the Q SS charges
are assumed to exists, one mesh node is assumed inside the oxide,
the coefficients are
A=A, B-B, C-C, D-D, E- E, and
i
i
-la-
^S
n	 q n 3 +gu n s x
(22)
A • A, B - B,C C, D • D, B= g, and	 (21}
'	 gr	 AUi.j
-1 +'i+i,3 + EUi,j+l
D. The Channel Conduction Equation,
Difference Form
'	 As noted previously, a significant assumption utilized to
i
facilitate convergence, is that the channel charge is modeled as
_	 t
a sheet charge at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface. The
channel current is assumed to obey the single dimensional form of
the conventional three dimensional equation, i.e.,
where	 S = density of electrons in channel (,#per unit area),
f
Dn = electron diffusion constant,
1
un	 electron mobility, normally field dependent, and
s
E	 tangential electric field component.
x
The above equation can be written in normalized form utilizing
Ex	
VT 
3x 
and D - VTun (Einstein's relationship):
-19-
1^`	 s
t
x	 I	 x	 f	 x	 •
3(x) . exp f.x U dx Ix ( p8 exp 1. v dx) dx + C	 (25)
XI-1	 1-1 n	 1-1
which reduces tc the specific solution for S(x), given
S at x . xi_1	 x
_	 -U	 J	 -u(0
S(a)e U - Si-le i-I + 
q 
i1	 euQ) dE
T xi-1
Rewriting the above leads to S i in terms of Si-1
Siexp(-Ui)- Si-
lexp(-U1-1)
J
xi ex -U d - Jn
x u (O 4 VT
Similarly, integrating between x i and xi+1 leads to
Si+lexp - ( Ui+1) - Si exp- ( Ui )	 Jn
xi+l exp - U (F) d T	 9 T
xi u(&)
Assuming current continuity, i.e., J  - constant, leads to
(25)
(27)
(2S)
-20-
aiSi-1 + b 1 S1 + ciS1+l s U
and define a tridiagonal linear system of equations.
Equation 27 should reduce to a familiar form as x i xi-l= . 'x l 0 .
Let Si-1= So , S im s o+ :s, Ui-1n Uo , Ui= U0+AU . Then 27 becomes
_V	 -G
(S + AS)e 0 (1-All)-S e °
°	 _1 _l,	 ° 	 %'30 )
U-1 e °Ax	 qT
which reduces to
C
it, = qVT
 is As - So Axm ^
	
( 31 )
which displays the familiar diffusion and drift terms in the limit.
The integral form in (21 ) has the potential of being more accurate
with larger grid spacing.
Another observation one may note is that the coefficients
ai , bi , c  may be scaled, or normalized, to values less dependent
-21-
C  a "P(ui- U3+1) i ji 
-1 
(OMW JUG U W j d C . (33)
Xi-1
And, of course, if the mobility is assumed constant, than it can be
removed by multiplying through by P .
Noting that the integrand varies exponentially with potential
whereas the potential is expected to vary with x no worse than
the third power, one can approximate the integral by assuming
Co - a(x - xo)	 (33)
Land evaluate the slope a - dx at the lowest value of potential
over the range of integration. In this manner the neglected higher
order terms contribute very little error since the integrand falls
off exponentially with potential. Changing variables for the
integration of b i , as an example, leads to
r V1+1 u 1 t.
a .Z exp[V i
 - t ► ] dif	 (34)
t,
i-1
where
a 
• dx .	 Further,
I •p-
.	
b  = tau)
-1 
{exp(Ui- Ui_1) - exp(U, U,+l))
	
(35)
with a and u evaluated at the lowest value of V which for a >_II
is 4i-1	 Similarly,
ai = [au )i l texp (Uf Ui+l) - 11 exp (Ui- Ui-1)
-1
C a tap] [1- exp(IJi Ui-1)) e"p(Ui ri+l)
-1
b 	 lap] i-1[exp(Ui ui-1) - erp(Ui «i-1))	 (36)
where the subscript on [au) denotes the node for evaluating a
and u, assuming a > 0-.
The boundary conditions for this system of equations
association with electron conduction in the channel must be defined
in terms of the source and drain corner mesh nodes for the MOSFET
operation in the active region. Figure 4 illustrates the applica-
tion of Gauss's Law at the source corner of the channel. Mesh
nodes along the boundary of the source are common poential, therefore,
the tangential electric field terms along the boundary of the source
are zero. Since the electric field along the channel F. E
 for
operations of interest - at least at this source corner, the surface
charge is modelled in a single dimensional manner, i.e.,
C "YEN = - q S	 (37)
or, in terms of potential,
V
Teox (I r,c+1- Lr,c) = 
q S	 (38)h
c
-23-
An alternate scheme involves the solution of the one
dimensional Poisson equation: 	 _-
C
ox (VG fas) - 
N
+ VBi )
^ = Qss- qS + QB	 (39)
ox
where VG - the applied bias to the gate
ms = the gate work functionrelative to the substrate,
VC the applied channel potential,
VBi = th3 work function of the drain/source,
tox = oxide thickness,
F
ox - oxide permitivity,
Q,S = silicon dioxide-silicon interface charge,
q = electronic charge, and
QB = the bulk charge density (per unit area)
= 0 for drain and source.
The QB expression can be defined in terms of the vertical electric
field in the channel region:
QB = eVT (Uc-1 - Uc ) - q Na h 2 
1
he-1
where the subscript c refers to the channel node.
E. Channel Coupled Equations
Although the channel conduction equation (29) is linear in S,
it is nonlinear in potential. The simultaneous solution of the
conduction equation and the Poisson equation along the channel
3
3
-24-
#
requires linearising_( 29).
--	
_	 Let Fr =- a $ _ + h S + c S	 where a ,- b , c	 -
ci	 i i-1
	 i i	 i i+1	 i i i
are defined in (36 ). Since the termR [aid
-1 vary more slowly
than the exponential terms, the term is assumed constant for any
particular iteration, using the last known values of u's for its
evaluation. Then, the linearized conduction equation becomes
z
g
r
= ci = -	 1	 _
Aci 
,'Ui-1	
aiSi-l-[a^^i-lsi(UI Ui-I^
+ cjSi+lexp(Ui Ui-1) [ 1 - eup(Ui Ui-1)]-1
Bci I' 	 ,
r
CCl. WOF = - aiSi-1[exp(Ui Ui+1)-1]-1+ biSiT7 i
+ cISi+1[1 - exp(Ui-Ui-1)]-1[1-2 exp (Ui-Ui-1)]'
Dci=bi
r
E _ 3Fci _-1
i-!`'hh((li-lti+1)[`-XP(l^i-Iti-1)-1]
i+1
+ bi i
	 iS exp(U -U i+1
	 i)[exp(U,-	 ii-1	 i+1U	 ) - exp(U-U	 )]-1
ris i+l ,
Cci = c i , and
Fr+1 = fir 
+ A AU.
	 i
	
+ B AS	 i
	
+ C AU + D AS
	 (40)ci	 ci	 r.i 7-I	 ci	 -1	 ci i	 ci 
+ EciAUi+1 + 6ciAU	 0i+1.,-= 
-25-
The Poisson equation-has been previously derived, equations
(18) and (19 ), with the coefficients being defined below for the
new system of equations:	 _- -- -	 -	 -	 --
B AU	 + C AU + H AS + D AU	 Ei i-1,c	 i is
	
i i	 i i+l,c
r	 r
_ -AiAU
i,c-I
_ 
FiAUi,c+l - Fi,c 
= 
Tic
where
Hi = -2q[c
si
V
T (hi c + hi c-1)]
Ai - Ai from (17)
Bi = B  from	 (17 )	 ,
Di = Di from	 (17 )	 ,
Ei = E  from	 (17 )
Ci = C  from	 (17 )
ri c - as defined in (28 )
Simultaneously solving for the channel potential and the
change charge requires the simultaneous solution of the above two
equations (40 ) and (41) which results in the following system
of equation in matrix form:
(41)
C	 H	 D	 0	 0	 0 AU
AS
T 2
-F 2c
C	 D	 E	 G	 0	 0 AU T3c
B	 0	 C	 H	 D	 0 AS -F 3c.
A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 G	 0
0	 0	 B	 0	 C	 H	 D	 0
0	 0	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 C	 0 AN- 1
AS
TN
- 1, c
-FN/	 /	 /	 /	 /	 / N- 1 -1, c
-
1
i -26-
^i
is
The matrix is a 6 diagonal matrix. !'he number-of variabUs is
trice _the_-wnber of--grid- pv#nts r t3l^o y -c7i^it►e1-snot co on
the boundary nodes at the source or drain. The solution can be
conveniently solved by using a Guassian elimination technique.
F.. Overall Flow Chart
In order to expedite convergence, initially, the gradual
channel approximation is assumed and the potential is calculated
along the channel. This analytical approach divides the device
cross-section into two regions, the channel, silicon substrate
region and the oxi de region.
In each of the two regions an initial approximation of the
potential distribution is obtained by solving the one-dimensional
form of Poisson's equation utilizing the given boundary potentials
including the channel potential derived in the previous step. The
one-dimensional equation is equivalent to setting dU/dx = 0 .
The potential distribution is found along one column (vertical)
simultaneously. By sweeping in the x direction, i.e., repeat
the solution on another column, the potential distribution for
the entire region(s) is obtained.
Next the solution to the two dimensional P. E. is obtained
in each region. In the oxide the potential along a column is
obtained with the region being swept in the x-direction. In the
silicon convergence is expedited by using the alternating direction
implicit (ADI) scheme. First, the potential in the row below the
channel (JMAXO) iq obtained. Next the potential distributions for
-27-
each raw between the source and drain are obtained by sweeping in
the negativey-direction.	 When the solution to row JKl is obtained,
the solution to the column 1 = 1 is obtained	 The colump solutions,
are obtained by sweeping in the positive x-direction. 	 This ADh
scheme is repeated until satisfactory convergence to obtained.
With the two-dim nsional potential distribution obtained for
both regions based on the gradual channel assumption, a new 	 =
estimate of the channel potential and the channel charge is obtained
by solving simultaneously the P. E. and current equation along the
channel row.	 The 2-D P. E. is then solved along the rows between
the source and drain by sweeping y in the negative direction. 	 Next
the columns solutions are obtained sweeping the x-direction for
s the entire regions--thus crossing the channel in the appropriate
locations ( I	 I 	 + 1	 to I L-1)	 This ADI scheme starting at the
simultaneous solution of the P. E. and the current equation along
the channel row is repeated until satisfactory convergence is
}}
t
1
obtained.
^.^ a3
The channel current is obtained from an explicit solution to
E
the channel current equation after the channel charge and potential
are found.
G. Availability of 2-D MOSFET Simulators
The f i rst 2-D simulator program which could provide I-V
characteristics was developed by Mock 191 and Kennedy 181 at
IBM in the 1970 to 1972 timeframe. The program, based on finite
difference techniques, is proprietary to IBM. However, a modified
-28-
substrate bias.
Kennedy at the Applied Electronics Research Corporation has
modified the Sutherland program to include provisions for
1) 1-11 substrate impurity profile,
2) mobility dependence on gate voltage, and
3) substrate bias
and is now licensing the program (NEMOS) for $10,000 for one year
and $7,500 for each succeeding year.
In addition, Hitachi has developed a finite element version
with provisions, at least, for substrates with 1-1) impurity profiles.
Dr. Asai of Hitachi has indicated the possibility of licensing the
program to Universities, government and industry in the United
States. The Hitachi program called CADDET was developed in 1977-1978.
At least: one other 2-D simulation program is under development.
Jim Meindl at Stanford is under contract with ARPA to continue the
work by Sutherland.
At this writing; Lite author leas been unable to determine wlicn
the program under development at Stanford will be available for
distribution.
-29-
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